
DANCE WITH 
the Devil  



The Demons in my mind take over me...

                I can´t hide from them

  They are trying to to take control from   
  me and cast a spell. 
               I can`t run away from them
  They will follow me, find me and won´t   
  let me alone.
              They lead me in their cave
                          Their Home
                         A dark place
                         The darkest
    This is where they hide from others 

  This collection is inspired by my dark                                      
   memories,thoughts and experiences
                        My Demons 

  The bad thing...After that collection   
  it´s not over with them 
  They will hunt me...and sooner or later 
                     They will get me.
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They hide in the sha-
dows.
always whispering
waiting for 
darkness.
they lurk in the 
periphery of our vi-
sion.
but when we look 
they are never there.
the brain says its 
imaginary.
but in our hearts we 
know the truth.



There are demonic  thoughts 
in the most angelic minds

Who is this demon in the corner 
of my eye?
I‘ve seen that ambiguous shape 
before. 
Was it in a nightmare?
Or from a repressed memory?
I can‘t shake this feeling that 
I‘ve seen this demon before..
I want to meet this demon.. 
But I‘m worried of what secrets 
the demon holds. 
It‘s concealed itself in the dark 
abyss..
This dark abyss is beckoning to 
me.. 
It feels so warm against my 
skin..



























Refl ect yourself 

Two demons.
One love.
An addiction to the addict,
A desire to be desired,
Two demons.
One lie.

Two demons.
One passion.
An overdose of emotion,
� e pleasure of pleasing.
Two demons.
One mistake. 









tragic seduction 

My temple is covered in scars
Each scar telling a story
Though most of them are gory
None is more so than ours

The largest scar holds the key
To the reasons all the others be
No one but the two of us knows
How the true story goes

And so I covered the temple with 
scars
Attempting to hide the true tale
Then locked myself behind these 
bars
In the end to no avail.













No matter where I run
I can hear it
No matter where hide
I hear it
No matter what I do to keep myself happy
I still hear it
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